press release

Team, the New Desk for Work Spaces from Expormim
Versatility in work environment and multifunction spaces fit with the nature of Team modular
desk designed by Mario Ruiz, such as functional and adaptable that it seems to have been
custom-made. Thanks to its modularity, Team desk allows for create multiple combinations,
playing with symmetrical or asymmetrical forms of the shelves in the top.
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The Team modular desk is made of solid wood from European oaks; its bevel is its most distinctive
characteristic. The top can be customized by using natural stone or wide upholstery. The Team
collection is also available in a lacquered version (MDF) and with the lower module with folding
doors.
According to Mario Ruiz, material of choice is highly important considering that “nothing would
be as it is in this collection without the material it is made of: solid wood. Wood gives identity to
the pieces; it is the starting point, the reason of every detail in the project. Because this design is
based on the details and they can only be constructed thanks to the material. At the same time,
this collection is inspired by Expormim’s long-standing tradition in handcrafted rattan and seeks
dialogue with it”.

TEAM modular desk designed by Mario Ruiz.

Mario Ruiz is Industrial Designer, thanks to his skills and multidisciplinary experience he has
earned the confidence of more than 120 leading companies around the world. He has also worked
as an associated teacher in design schools Eina and Elisava and as a product director for some
enterprises. His experience in product design includes as different fields as home and office
furniture, lighting, textile design and graphics. His work has been acknowledged with more than
40 of the most prestigious awards in Europe and the United States, including several Red Dot, IF,
Design Plus, Wallpaper Awards08 and ADI-FAD Silver Delta Awards. In 2016, he was awarded the
Premio Nacional de Diseño, the highest honor for design professionals and companies in Spain.
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